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Many trustees (as well as investors in general) are
active investors. They believe that they, or someone
they hire, can “beat the market.”1 The investment

industry, as well as the financial press, both have substantial
interest in promoting and encouraging this belief. Such fac-
tors and tendencies may lead many trustees to presume that
active investment strategies are the best way to implement
portfolio asset allocations.

The Reporter’s General Note on Restatement (Third) of
Trusts (the Prudent Investor Rule) Section 227 appears to turn
this presumption on its head2 “The greater the trustee’s
departure from one of the valid passive strategies,3 the
greater is likely to be the burden of justification [for selecting
the proposed active strategy] and also of continuous moni-
toring [of it].”4 This language, as well as the overall tenor of
the Uniform Prudent Investor Act and the Restatement, which
were passed in 1994, suggests strongly that a valid passive
investment strategy is the standard against which the pro-
posed active investment strategy should be compared. In
short, passive investing appears to be the standard for invest-
ing and managing trust portfolios.5

I d e ntify A Valid Pa s s i ve Inve s t m e nt St rate gy
When contemplating the creation of a portfolio, the

trustee may find it helpful to first identify a valid passive
investment strategy and then compare the proposed active
investment strategy to it.6

The Act identifies the trade-off between risk and return as
the fiduciary’s “central consideration” when investing and
managing trust assets. Risk and return data for asset classes
are well established and widely available. These data show
that the risk and return relationships among asset classes
tend to remain relatively stable over the long term.7 Asset
class data is used in popular financial planning software (as
well as more sophisticated asset optimization programs) to
build portfolios.

It seems to make sense to utilize investment products that
resemble, as closely as possible, the risk/return components
of the asset classes comprising portfolio asset allocations.
Passive funds are such investment products. For example, the
expected return of an S&P 500 index fund is essentially the
same as the expected return of the fund’s underlying asset
class benchmark, the S&P 500 Index. The actual returns
should therefore be essentially the same. It may be that such
investment products give the trustee using them more confi-
dence that the portfolio asset allocations the trustee creates
will be implemented accurately. Their use would also seem to
allow the passively investing trustee to carry out his monitor-
ing duties relatively easily.

Assess The Pro posed Act i ve Inve s t m e nt St rate gy
The practical two-part test suggested by the Restatement

Commentary can be used to assess the proposed active
investment strategy. The second part of the test may be par-
ticularly helpful to the trustee. According to this part, the
trustee should (1) determine the “return expectations” of the
proposed active investment strategy, (2) “realistically evalu-
ate” them and, (3) based on such evaluation, determine

whether the proposed strategy can be “justified.” If the pro-
posed active investment strategy can be justified, then depar-
ture from a valid passive strategy is permitted.8

De te rmine The Return Ex pe ct ations Of The Pro po s e d
Act i ve Inve s t m e nt St rate gy

The “return expectations” of the proposed active strategy
are equivalent to the expected return of the strategy. There
are a number of methods that the trustee can use to estimate
expected return. These methods include (1) historical past
performance, (2) future projected performance, (3) some
combination of (1) and (2), or (4) others.

R e a l i s t i cally Eva l u ate The Return Ex pe ct ations Of Th e
Pro posed Act i ve Inve s t m e nt St rate gy

Portfolio selections involve making decisions in uncertain-
ty. The trustee must therefore understand that, when con-
templating portfolio selections, future return is uncertain.
That is, the return generated by a particular investment prod-
uct (an individual stock, mutual fund, etc.) is a random vari-
able subject to uncertainty. Because of this uncertainty, the
future magnitude and sequence of the return of an invest-
ment product (whether active or passive) is unknowable. This
makes it impossible for the trustee to identify, in advance,
which investment products will be superior in the future. The
uncertainty of the future returns of investment products is
rarely seriously acknowledged by the professional investment
industry that serves many trustees. On the contrary, many
industry participants compete vigorously to see who can
sound the most authoritative in convincing investors that
they know which particular investment products will be supe-
rior in the future.9

Because return is uncertain, it’s unmanageable.1 0 T h e
inability of the trustee to manage return11 makes it difficult to
realistically evaluate the return expectations of the proposed
active investment strategy. However, the trustee does have
the ability to manage investment costs, taxes, and risk.12

Indeed, the Act and the Restatement emphasize heavily the
key role played by these factors in realistically evaluating the
return expectations of proposed active investment strate-
gies.13 For example, the variance (i.e., risk) of a stock (or a rel-
atively small group of stocks) can be two to three times
greater than the variance of the asset class of which the stock
(or group) is a part. As a result, the expected return of a stock
(or group) can be quite different than the expected return of
the stock’s (or group’s) underlying asset class. 

This kind of risk can be managed by investing in passive
funds, since there is usually little variance between a passive
fund and its underlying asset class.14

The significance of the unmanageability of return in com-
parison to the manageability of costs, taxes, and risk is put
into perspective by paraphrasing a prominent executive at a
mutual fund company:15 Past returns are past and future
returns are unknowable, but saving a dollar in costs and taxes
is equivalent to a risk-free return, and reducing uncompen-
sated risk can also increase return.

The Reporter for the Restatement cites another factor in
evaluating the return expectations of proposed active invest-
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ment strategies:16 “Market efficiency information is especially
relevant in assessing these expectations.” The Re p o r t e r
appears to be alluding to the popular belief that a greater
number of “talented” money managers can find investment
“gems” in inefficient marke t s .1 7 Despite its widespre a d
acceptance, this belief appears to be mistaken. Because of the
zero-sum nature of all financial markets, mathematically only
a minority of investors can ever outperform a market. The
size of the outperforming minority, however, is determined
by the costs of investing in a market, not the efficiency of a
market. Market efficiency relates only to whether the minori-
ty that outperforms a market is skillful or just lucky.18 Since
trading and research costs tend to be higher in inefficient
markets, the size of the ever-changing minority of investors
that outperforms such markets is actually smaller than the
ever-changing minority outperforming efficient markets.19

De te rmining Whether The Pro posed Act i ve
I nve s t m e nt St rate gy Can Be Justified

It’s probable that many trustees justify adoption of pro-
posed active investment strategies on the basis of the track
records of money managers (or mutual funds or individual
stocks).20 For example, such a trustee may select exclusively
from Morningstar five-star mutual funds.21 It appears that
such justifications should carry little (if any) weight.
Re p o r t e r’s General Note on Restatement Section 227
explains:22 “[E]vidence shows that there is little correlation
between fund managers’ earlier successes and their ability to
produce above-market returns in subsequent periods.” The
SEC reiterates this warning against reliance on track records
by requiring that all mutual funds offered for sale feature
some version of the following language: “Past performance is
no indication of future results.” A commentator admits blunt-
ly:23 “We know that the past [i.e., track records] is meaningless
[as a method of picking future superior investments], but it is
all we have.”24 Track records appear to be valid only insofar as
they show what’s happened in the past. There’s little correla-
tion, though, between what happened before and what will
happen in the future.25 In fact, data show the perverse ten-
dency for superior track records to be followed by inferior
track records (reversion to the mean).26

Some trustees may not care about track records; they sim-
ply want to find “skillful” money managers. It appears, how-
ever, that justifications for adoption of proposed active
investment strategies based on the skill of their managers
should also carry little (if any) weight.27 The reason is that
such managers are nearly always identified as “skillful” simply
because they have superior track records.28 For example, the
money manager typically hired by a management consultant
has a superior track record (i.e., in the top quartile) over a rel-
atively short time period (i.e., the past three to five years).
If—as stated plainly by warnings from the Reporter’s General
Note and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)—
track records have little validity, then trustees may be acting
irresponsibly in many situations where they equate invest-
ment skill with superior track records. While much of the
investing public equates investment skill with superior track
records, it would seem that trustees responsible for investing

money are under a duty to know better.29

Although the future returns of all investment products are
uncertain, it would seem that the expected returns of stocks
(or relatively small groups of stocks, or even active mutual
funds30 are relatively less certain than those of passive funds.
The reason is that the returns of many active investment
products diverge from their indexes or other benchmarks in
both the short and long terms. As a result, the performances
of these products often don’t match the benchmarks that
measure the performances of their respective underlying
asset classes as well as the performances of passive funds
match theirs. This can vastly complicate the ability of an
actively invested fiduciary to implement asset allocations and
carry out his monitoring duties properly. Justifications for
many proposed active investment strategies would therefore
seem problematic.

Ev i d e n ce Su p po rting The Pru d e n ce Of Pa s s i ve
I nve s t i n g

Two commentators paraphrase a prominent executive at a
mutual fund family who explains why fiduciaries that use pas-
sive investment products can demonstrate prudent invest-
ment conduct:31

I can take away the difficult task of finding a stock picker or
m a r ket timer that has a high probability of future consistency.
Re m e m b e r, without future consistency, concentrated invest-
ment positions in a few markets or a few stocks can be an
investment disaster. One wrong call can destroy years of past
p rofits made from correct market forecasts. Rather than risk-
ing all by trying to beat the market, I can offer you marke t -
based returns at very low cost. This fact alone should be suffi-
cient to assure that the indexed investment will be among the
top performers in the long run. Fu t u re returns are unknow-
able, but saving a dollar in expenses is equivalent to a risk-fre e
return. The more dollars that remain in the investment pro-
gram, the more likely future portfolio wealth accumulation
will be positive. As a fiduciary, indexing is an easy and re a s o n-
able way to demonstrate prudent asset management.

The suggestion that passive investing appears to be the
standard for investing and managing trust portfolios may be
unsettling to some. Nonetheless, the Reporter’s General Note
and the overall tenor of the Act and the Restatement lend cre-
dence to this assertion. The evidence supporting the pru-
dence of passive investing seems compelling for a number of
reasons.

First, the zero-sum nature of financial markets means that
all passively managed money invested in a particular market
will earn the market return. In contrast, 50% of all money
invested in a market (whether invested in mutual funds, sep-
arate accounts or other investment vehicles) will always earn
a return less than the market return. This simple mathemati-
cal fact is sobering enough.32 What makes it even more dis-
quieting is that these active investment vehicles unpre-
dictably take turns underperforming.33 This compounds the
uncertainty facing the actively invested trustee (or his agent)
when selecting investment products. 

Second, the costs and taxes associated with passive invest-
ing are relatively lower. As a result, they don’t significantly
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impact the market return earned by passive funds. In contrast,
the costs and taxes associated with many active investing pro-
grams are relatively higher. This can have a large impact on the
return earned by investment products used in such pro g r a m s .
In fact, when costs and taxes are taken into account, signifi-
cantly more than 50% of actively managed money underper-
forms in a market. Costs and taxes, as noted, are key factors in
evaluating the return expectations of proposed active invest-
ment strategies in order to justify their use.

Third, passive funds are broadly diversified, so they are a
relatively lower risk. In contrast, actively managed portfolios
are less diversified because they’re comprised of investments
that differ from the market portfolio. By definition, this
makes such portfolios a relatively higher risk. Indeed, efforts
made by active money managers to maximize portfolio return
ordinarily generate greater variance, resulting in less wealth
for many such portfolios in comparison to equivalent pas-
sively managed portfolios. Risk, as noted, is a key factor in
evaluating the return expectations of proposed active invest-
ment strategies in order to justify their use. 

Fourth, passive funds don’t experience style drift as quan-
titative index methodology of the indexes ensures that index-
es stay within the styles defined by their methodology. Style
drift can lead to a number of problems for the trustee hold-
ing such investment products in his portfolios. For example,
it can make monitoring difficult. Style drift can also lead an
active fund to underperform its benchmark, possibly causing
the trustee to replace the fund with another fund and gener-
ate additional costs. In addition, style drift can render impre-
cise the implementation of portfolio asset allocations. An
important presumption on which a portfolio’s asset allocation
is based is that the products used in the investment strategy
to implement the asset allocation will be reflective of the
asset classes comprising the allocation. Because of style drift,
however, many active funds don’t reflect accurately the asset
class with which they’re associated.34

Fifth, passive funds aren’t subject to “manager risk” as are
active investment products. This is the risk that an investor
incurs when it hires a top-performing money manager and
later discovers that the manager’s performance was due to
luck, not skill. Even when the performance results from skill,
the risk continues because it’s not known in advance whether
the skill is repeatable. Avoiding manager selection risk can be
a compelling method of managing portfolio risk, thereby
helping to reduce the chances of fiduciary liability.

A number of commentators seem to support the sugges-
tion that passive investing appears to be the standard for
investing and managing trust portfolios.

The Reporter for the Restatement observ e s :3 5

“ [ Restatement] commentary … understandably tends to
emphasize relatively passive investment … ”

Two commentators note:36 “[T]he Restatement can be read
for the proposition that passive asset management is gener-
ally a more prudent investment [strategy] than is active man-
agement. Because the Act draws so heavily upon the
Restatement, this investment view may apply to the Act as
well.” In addition, trustees “must confront the apparent bias
in the Restatement and the Act in favor of indexed funds ver-

sus actively managed funds.” Furthermore, the trustee’s duty
to avoid inappropriate or unreasonable investment and man-
agement costs, “when read in conjunction with the Act’s
implicit assumption that markets are efficient, could lead a
trustee to conclude that passive investing in index funds is
superior to investing even in actively managed mutual
funds.”37

A commentator adds:38 “While scrupulously avoiding any
condemnation of active strategies, the overall tone of the
Restatement comments leaves a firm impression that a pri-
marily passive strategy which holds down costs is preferred.

Modern notions of prudent fiduciary investing may be fun-
damentally reshaped by the suggestion that passive investing
is the standard for investing and managing trust portfolios.39

Thoughtful trustees who use active investment strategies
might be hard-pressed to justify their selection of many such
strategies under the two-part test suggested by Restatement
Commentary while rejecting low cost, low tax and broadly
diversified passive investment strategies.40 Such justifications,
as noted, are problematic in many situations.41 Two commen-
tators characterize this as “rather disturbing, given the
amount of trust funds that are actively managed.”42

Trustees who do decide to engage in active investing
should welcome the rigor of the two-part test suggested by
Restatement Commentary. The test requires such trustees to
identify more precisely, thereby forcing them to understand
more clearly, their justifications for selecting particular active
investment strategies.43 This discipline may be helpful to their
beneficiaries.

The “Wro n g” Rationale For Pa s s i ve Inve s t i n g
Many trustees (as well as their advisors and agents) may not

have a good understanding of passive investing.4 4 Pe r h a p s
much of this has to do with the fact that the investment infor-
mation system tends to place great emphasis on active invest-
i n g .4 5 M o re o v e r, even when the case for passive investing is
discussed, the treatment of the subject is often largely super-
ficial. An example of this is the rationale often given for pas-
sive investing: “You should become a passive investor because
over the last five years S&P 500 index funds outperformed 90%
of all actively-managed funds.”4 6 This can be misleading to
investors and is unfair to many active money managers. The
reason is that the S&P 500, which measures the perf o r m a n c e
of U.S. large-company stocks, is used to measure the perf o r m-
ance of many money managers who invest in U.S. small-com-
pany stocks. Thus, the primary rationale often given for pas-
sive investing in no way proves or disproves the inferiority or
superiority of active or passive investing. All it means is that
t h e re was a mismatch between the performance in question
and the benchmark used to measure it.4 7

It seems equally misleading (and unfair to passive money
managers) to say—when small-company stocks outperform
large-company stocks—that investors should adopt active
strategies because 90% of actively- managed funds outper-
formed the S&P 500.

The “ Ri g ht” Rationale For Pa s s i ve Inve s t i n g
At its core, the logic of passive investing rests on elemen-
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t a ry arithmetic.4 8 That is, the burden of the relatively high
costs and taxes (as well as the negative compounding they
generate against accumulating wealth) that characterize many
a c t i v e l y-managed mutual funds (and other forms of active
money management) grow larger over long time periods than
the numbers re p resenting the amount by which even most
investment gurus beat a given financial market (or market seg-
m e n t ) .4 9 This means not only that the chances of beating the
m a r ket are very slim for such periods, but also that most active
investors (whether professional or amateur) will likely sub-
stantially underperform the market and passive investors who
earn the market return. Indeed, passive investors who earn
“ o n l y” the market return actually achieve above average
returns at lower levels of risk—in comparison to most active
investors—without needing to beat the marke t .5 0

Passive investing can be a risk-, cost- and tax-efficient way
of gaining broad exposure to different financial markets. It
may be that, when implemented properly, passive investing is
the best way to achieve simultaneously the two interrelated
goals of many investors: (1) obtain the greatest possible por-
tion of the returns offered by the asset classes in which
they’re invested, and (2) without exceeding some chosen level
of risk. This is true of passive investing in both efficient and
inefficient financial markets.

Myths Of Pa s s i ve Inve s t i n g
Given the suggestion that passive investing is the standard

for investing and managing trust portfolios, it seems impor-
tant that trustees become familiar with this approach to
investing. A number of myths about passive investing have
gained widespread acceptance. The discussion in the
Appendix of the book this article is excerpted from, The
Prudent Investor Act: A Guide to Understanding, carefully exam-
ines these myths.

7 . Pa s s i ve Inve s t i n g : Mo re Et h i cal Than Act i ve
I nvesting? 

A commentator thinks that passive investing is a more “eth-
ical” way to invest.5 1 He decomposes expected return into two
categories—ethical malfeasance and ethical misfeasance.

“Ethical malfeasance” occurs when an investment manager
does something deliberately or conceals it (e.g., the manager
knows that he’s too drunk to drive, but drives anyway). For
example, consider the manager who invests intentionally at a
higher level of risk than the client chose without informing
the client, and then subsequently generates a higher return
than expected. The average return that’s achieved over time
exceeds that for investments at the client’s selected risk level.
The manager attributes the excess return to his superior
investment skill.

“Ethical misfeasance” occurs when an investment manager
does something by accident (e.g., the manager really believes
that he’s sober enough to drive). For example, consider the
manager who can’t manage cash properly or delays convert-
ing cash into investments. This incompetence causes the
client’s money to sit and forego expected return since it’s
exposed to a lower level of risk than the client selected. Thus,
the manager doesn’t know what he’s doing and shouldn’t be
managing money.

The commentator notes that managing money in an effi-
cient market without investing passively is investment
malfeasance. He also notes that not knowing that such a mar-
ket is efficient is investment misfeasance. In either case, such
conduct may be imprudent per se (i.e., there’s no excuse for
the manager to be driving).  A sober driver at the wheel of an
index vehicle would seem to be the sensible solution, both
from the manager and the client’s perspective.

Be cause of the large volume of endnotes re l a ted to this art i-
c l e, and limitations of space in pri n t, all endnotes can be
v i ewed in their entire ty on www. j o u r n a l o f i n d exe s. com or
w w w. i n d ex u n i ve r s e. co m / j o i .

This article is an excerpt from the book The Prudent Investor
Act: A Guide to Understanding, by W. Scott Simon (Namborn
Publishing Company, 2002). It is an excerpt from Chapter 7,
which comprehensively reviews the effect the Act has on choos-
ing active or passively-managed investment. This chapter also
takes an in-depth look at the arguments, assumptions and facts
relating to the active/index investment decision.
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